Mill Men Open Season With Win Over Arnold

Allard and Savard Star in Back Field, While Grant Takes Line Honors; Pilgrim Make First Kick and Tackle of Year.

Opening the season, before a filled-out crowd and under a blazing sun, Textile Nine went off for a third match toward Arnold four years ago, and in the battle new talent was stepped within the shadow of the goal post. Textile started things moving by kicking a touchdown down field between 4:30 and 4:20, forcing the ball. This was the only score of the quarter. In the middle of the last quarter Captain Allard broke loose after skating left end and made a 62 yard dash down the field for Textile's other touchdown.

Exhibition at Boston

Lowell Textile, has a prominent display at the Massachusetts Textile Industry Exhibit being held at Mechanics' Building, Boston, Sept. 23 Oct. 13. The Textile Exhibit has been split up into three Textile Schools of the State, each taking a particular phase of the Industry.

Inter-class Football Rally Huge Success

Text Sponsors First Evening Pep Meeting

First Mass Meeting

On Friday, September 26, the first Pep Rally of this session was held in Boulder Hall under the capable leadership of Allan Campbell. A number of masks were purchased, and all who were present gave a rousing cheer and tried to show their appreciation of the university. The meeting was sponsored by the Textile Council and conducted by “Click” Campbell.

Senior Class Elections

President—Alfred T. Grant
Vice-President—Glenn Quigley
Treasurer—Frederick Casey
Secretary—Miss Margaret B. Saber
Representative to Executive Council—Howard Hurlburt

Notice to Interfraternity Council Members

There will be a meeting of the Interfraternity Council at the Children's Pink House on Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 5 o'clock.
EDITORIALS

FRATERNITIES

Rushing season again draws near at Textile. What will here be said will be, in the main part, directed to the freshmen, but perhaps the Upper classmen will also find something of interest; especially the Upper classmen who are fraternity men.

A student cannot be too careful in selecting a fraternity. When he selects a fraternity he is selecting those persons with whom he will form his most intimate associations during the time that he is a student. When he decides on which fraternity he wishes to join, he should join it with the idea of supporting it in the utmost. One fraternity finds it necessary to close its house due to lack of support. One fraternity has four men living in its house at present, and another one eight. It is one struggle from beginning to end to make both ends meet. Fraternities at Textile are particularly deserving of whole-hearted support. Social life here is limited. What there is, originates indirectly and directly from the fraternities. When you join a fraternity, you are undertaking certain obligations. It is upon you that the success of the fraternity depends. If it is at all possible, live in your fraternity house. You will find it well worth your while. It will be a means to an end. Keep this in mind when you are considering with which group to become associated. Are the present members fellows of your type—follows with whom you are willing to work and to live?

LOWELL HIGH SCHOOL LET LOOSE

As Walter Winchell, one of our leading columnists, has said, "Give a man an inch and he builds a miniature golf course", but give the local high school the use of our campus for their football games and a score of their students, who lean a bit toward moronic tendencies, rush down our corridors with all the wanton madness of a stampeding herd. Such was the case when Lowell High School met Worcester Trade on our field. All of these distinctions took place in a few minutes. We cannot say that the Lowell High School fans were in session. It was certainly not conducive to study, to say the least. Certainly the use of our field does not include the use of the buildings to engage in pleasures which are unknown to the high school student in his own study halls. Of course, we recognize the fact that these students are very, very young, and some may be mentally undeveloped for their age, but still, under the proper persuasion of the local high school authorities, it may be brought to bear upon them that their abominable presence should be confined to the football field.
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INTER-CLASS FOOTBALL RALLY HUGE SUCCESS

(Continued from Page 1)

The football rally then commenced with cheers. Although there was only about one-half the student body there, the cheers were given with much enthusiasm. The first speaker on the program was "Mutt" Simmons, a freshman who is making a bid for quarter back. The next speaker was Musher, who is also a freshman member of the team. Jerry Bixler then surprised the gathering by getting up and speaking about the team. Jerry has taken to speaking more and more, and when he starts he stays plenty. Capt. Allen was the next to say a few words. "Eddie" urged the fellows to come out and get behind the team. He spoke of conditions which existed last year when we played C. C. Y., and of the present standing of the club. "Fred" Hardman stood up and said a few words about the Chester. Joe is a great speaker, and must everything he said concerning the attitude of the students toward the team. A few more surprises were received when such "rocks" as Buckly, Al Sheldon, and Ryan King, Mike Hobkins, "Tiger" Benson, and "Pecker" Harris spoke on their attitude toward the C. C. Y. team. "Al" Johnson added a few words in regard to the0 enclosure, speaking from the standpoint of editor of the Text. "Chick" led a few cheers and called for a ritual of applause to be given for Prof. Dow for the work he
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THE RECIPE

BY BERNARD BRODY IN FUTURE MAGAZINE

I'm doing your job the best you can
And being just to your fellow man
I'm making money — but holding friends
And staying true to your alma and
You're sportsman and learning why
And looking forward and thinking high
And dreaming little and doing much.
I'm keeping always in closest touch
With what is finest in word and deed
I'm being through, yet making good
I'm deriding mildly the field of chance
While making labor a brave romance
It's getting staid despite defeat
And fighting earnestly, but keeping sweet
It's being clean and it's playing fair
It's laughing lightly at Dame Dis
It's looking up at the stars above
And drinking deeply of life and love
It's struggling on with a will to win
But taking losses with a cheerful grin
It's earning, striving through strain and stress
It's doing your Dodson—that's success

The Recipe

By Bernard Brody in Future Magazine

I'm doing your job the best you can
And being just to your fellow man
I'm making money — but holding friends
And staying true to your alma and
You're sportsman and learning why
And looking forward and thinking high
And dreaming little and doing much.
I'm keeping always in closest touch
With what is finest in word and deed
I'm being through, yet making good
I'm deriding mildly the field of chance
While making labor a brave romance
It's getting staid despite defeat
And fighting earnestly, but keeping sweet
It's being clean and it's playing fair
It's laughing lightly at Dame Dis
It's looking up at the stars above
And drinking deeply of life and love
It's struggling on with a will to win
But taking losses with a cheerful grin
It's earning, striving through strain and stress
It's doing your Dodson—that's success
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Freshmen vs. Sophs.

Evidently dissatisfied with the attitude shown by members of the freshmen class, the sophomores decided to remedy this condition. After the freshmen had printed a large "Yes" on the prints of the Merrimack, the sophomores gathered together several of the rectangular pieces of wood and lined up the set in the art of painting in accordance with Sophomore tradition, with the result that the "Yes" was changed to a much more dignified "34.

The freshman parade then staged a big scrimmage this year. Under the influence of previous endeavor, the fresh were appeased upon removing the covering of their lower appendages and proceeded in such fashion to Page's clock, where the mental little phalanx was illuminated in the parade that led to City Hall, where the little limits were allowed to recover their footprints from among the shoes which were arranged in some two neat little piles on the steps.

Allegheny, Philadelphia, and Paterson.

BENNETT PAGE'S.

Miss Eda A. Magidson, Formerly of Russia, Studying at Textile Institute.

Miss Eda A. Magidson, the only young woman enrolled in the class of 1934 at the Lowell Textile Institute, is the daughter of Aaron Magidson, one of the executives of the Amterg Trading Corp. This organization is the businesslike representative of textile houses in the United States.

Miss Magidson, who is 19 years of age, has been in this country for the past five years and is a graduate of the textile high school in New York city. She is taking the design courses at Lowell Textile Institute, which is a three-year course with a diploma for the successful graduates. Miss Magidson is uncertain as to her plans on the completion of the course. Whether she will return to Russia or remain in this country to follow her chosen vacation depends on where she secures a position.

Amterg Executive's Daughter Here.

White and Colors

Airman

The season's smartest SHIRT

Here is a shirt that is as light and cool as a trip through the clouds. Up to the minute as the latest Lackawanna plane. White and fast colors—featuring the famous EVERYFIT Collar (IT CAN'T Shrink).

Pall-Mall

Textile Institute

Designing preparatory weaving finishing selling

Where do you hope to fit in this picture?

If you are designing you hope to create novel ideas requiring textile LOOMS. PREPARATORY work must be handled with the knowledge that there are automatic high-speed LOOMS which require better warp and filling.

The Textile Institute, professional and practical, is the answer to your problems. We are the leaders in the field of manufacturing textiles and thus require the constant study of improvements in construction, efficient types, and best advantages of LOOMS to produce the maximum of good quality most desirably.

FINISHING decisions marked goods due to improper adjustments of LOOMS. SELLING involves also a knowledge of new developments in Textile Institute to recommend new valuable fabrics which will enable your firm to keep ahead of competition.

As you progress from your first position to that of executive, you will find the example of an increasing number of mill men—keep in touch by making regular visits to the "LARGEST BUILDERS OF PANTHER WEAVING MACHINERY IN THE WORLD."

Crompton & Knowles Loom Works
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OMICRON PI

The Omicron Pi fraternity extends a hearty welcome to all members of the class of 19-

***

Johnson, the illustrious alumnus, enjoys the seminar bulletin 中心 garden again.

***

Perry, our grand leader, spent the summer in Lowell observing the fraternity's pride.

***

Perry, the one who played marbles to a set of cards in Lawrence.

***

Sawyer, Webster's favorite, reports that he has improved his call and expression.

***

Lovejoy, the writer of the summer, thinks nothing of getting money from his own beloved class mates.

***

A mowing crew, the product of our official and efficient drumman, who in spare time, runs that plant playing music, "curled up by popular consent, the Greek formally, turned himself and his majesty on the last remnants of wood. All were in despair and viewed the prospect of a cold spring and a wet summer. In the end, however, The door was opened vigorously and it was settled Johnson, clearly identified by Isadora, who

***

Trot, is busy gathering members of the staff together. Richard Johnson, as the editor of some important publications.

***

Editor Trot of the Pick and Pout, is already busy gathering members of the staff together. Richard Johnson, the editor of some important publications.

***

Many recent advances were present in the opening issue of the Annual Report.

***

Already talk is being circulated among the students concerning the close season.

***

Bob Wilkie has been appointed to the position of football manager for the season.

***

What is this coming to? It is rumored that Jerry Lewis was seen five nights during this week at low-town. He is serious, Jerry, you know the white of his eye so far.

***

a complaint has been voiced at Callahan's due to the fact that Johnny Johnson, has been at his best, P. S. He went out last weekend!

***

Sammy Walker and Ed Bostian claim they made a big killing of the carnival the other night. It seems, they rather allied each other.

***

But that shouldn't have it set at dinner and a clock, we expect he will start housekeeping any day.

***

It looks and for Dave Turkot, now they go to Boston shopping together, LOWELL.

***

THE TRK KAPPA PHI

Now that Fraternal Orders has turned the age of man and became a man, he has earned the right to wear the black robes and carry this stole.

***

Squet Clingheid is now working as a designer in London. Most of his best friends.

***

After his marriage, Will Robbins will no longer be seen in the streets of Lowell, where he is to work.

***

Sammy Walker may still be seen tramping about "that hill to the Royal house".

***

Joe Kilman and Bob Wells are the self-appointed official fly killers of L. T. I.

***

And, say, did you see Bucky catch that forward in the Arnold game? New work, say.

***

As football is in for two more months, we cannot say whether or not Pilgrim will buy his own this year. We are not optimistic though.

***

The barking question of the day is who is the Tompkins Street man catching with every move in?

***

The Freshmen were given tips with their names inscribed thereon during the first part of the year by the sophomores, with the admonitions that they were to be worn in a conspicuous place as a sort ofmnentum signifying to the public that they wear the name of a comrade and not some unknown.

***

In sophomore prestige to be so lighted is a conspicuous part of the Freshmen.

EXPOSITION AT BOSTON Continued from Page 1

***

The Chemistry Department has shown its prominence and an increasing number of men and women to be a constituent of the Freshmen, while on the other hand the significance of the Freshmen to be a constituent of the Sophomore, while on the other hand the significance of the Sophomore.

***

The Freshman was given tips with his name inscribed thereon during the first part of the year by the sophomore.

***

The number of men and women to be a constituent of the Freshmen, while on the other hand the significance of the Sophomore.
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The Chemistry Department has shown its prominence and an increasing number of men and women to be a constituent of the Freshmen, while on the other hand the significance of the Freshmen to be a constituent of the Sophomore, while on the other hand the significance of the Sophomore.

***

The number of men and women to be a constituent of the Freshmen, while on the other hand the significance of the Sophomore.

***

The Chemistry Department has shown its prominence and an increasing number of men and women to be a constituent of the Freshmen, while on the other hand the significance of the Freshmen to be a constituent of the Sophomore, while on the other hand the significance of the Sophomore.